FLOATING BRACE

- Notes for floating brace:
  1. Use 1-1/2" dia. galvanized tubing or 4" dia. wood. Landscape timbers are not permitted.
  2. Use 8" spike nail or brace pin at connection to post.
  3. Use 15" min. disc blade or flat stone as shown.
  4. Notch brace member 3/8" at lower end to accept tension wire.
  5. Cinch tension wires both directions with wire or crimping sleeve.

IN-LINE BRACE

- 9 ga. twisted or 12.5 ga. HT in strainers

CORNER BRACE

- 9 ga. twisted or 12.5 ga. HT in strainers

H BRACE

Drawing not to scale. Standardized drawing must be adapted to the specific site.